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PREFACE

The model investigation reported herein was requested by the US Army

Engineer District, New Orleans (LMN), in letter of 8 March 1972 from LMN to

the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), subject: Red River

Waterway, Lock and Dam No. 1, Model Study. The study was conducted during the

period March 1972 to November 1978. The US Army Engineer Division, Lower Mis-

sissippi Valley (LMVD), and LMN were informed of the progress of the study

through progress reports and periodic transmittal of preliminary results. In

addition, representatives from LMVD and LMN visited WES during the course of

the study to observe special tests and discuss test results.

At the time of this investigation in the Hydraulics Laboratory, the work

was conducted under the general supervision of Messrs. H. B. Simmons as Chief,

with F. A. Herrmann, Jr. as Assistant Chief, and under the direct supervision

of Messrs. J. E. Glover, Chief of the Waterways Division, and J. J. Franco,

retired Chief. The engineer in immediate charge of the model study was

Mr. J. E. Foster, retired Chief of the River Regulation Branch. He was

assisted by Messrs. C. R. O'Dell, J. A. Holliday, and A. J. Cook. This report

was prepared by Mr. Foster. His efforts were supported by Mr. O'Dell's prep-

aration of preliminary data and Mr. Glover's review. Editing was done by

Mrs. Gilda Miller and the coordination of text and figure layout was done by

Ms. Debby Shiers, Information Products Division, Information Technology

Laboratory, WES.

COL Allen F. Grum, USA, was the previous Director of WES. COL Dwayne G.

Lee, CE, is the present Commander and Director. Dr. Robert W. Whalin is

Technical Director.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, NON-SI TO SI (METRIC)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

Non-SI units of measurement used in this report can be converted to SI

(metric) units as follows:

Multiply By To Obtain

degrees (angle) 0.01745329 radians

feet 0.3048 metres

cubic feet per second 0.02831685 cubic metres per second

miles (US statute) 1.609347 kilometres
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CHANNEL DEVELOPMENT IN THE LOWER REACH

OF THE RED RIVER

Hydraulic Model Investigation

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Location and Description of Prototype

1. The Red River (Figure 1) flows easterly from the northwest portion

of Texas, along the border between Texas and Oklahoma into southwestern Arkan-

sas where it turns southerly into northwestern Louisiana to Shreveport, then

southeasterly through northern Louisiana to Alexandria, then easterly to join

the Old River and form the Atchafalaya River. The Atchafalaya River flows

through the southeastern portion of Louisiana to the Gulf of Mexico downstream

of Morgan City. Flow in the upper portion of the Red River is controlled by

releases from Denison Dam, which is located on the Texas-Oklahoma state line.

Flows from the Mississippi River through Old River Diversion Canal have con-

siderable backwater effect on stages in the lower portion of the Red River. A

75-ft* by 1,200-ft lock at the mouth of Old River provides for navigation

between the Mississippi and Red-Atchafalaya Rivers.

2. The Red River is characterized by large fluctuations in stage,

shifting bed and banks, and unpredictable shoaling. From Alexandria to

Old River, the Red River with its flat slope and low banks traverses the flood

plain of the Mississippi River. The water-surface slope in this reach is

dependent not only upon the flow in the Red River but also the flow in the

Black River and the backwater effect of flows from the Mississippi River

through Old River Diversion Canal. Due to long periods of low flow, narrow

bends of short radii, and a heavy sediment load, the use of the Red River for

movement of cargo by barges has been limited.

* A table of factors for converting non-SI units of measurement to SI

(metric) units ia presented on page 3.
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Plan of Development

3. The 90th Congress authorized the development of the Red River Water-

way with the passage of Public Law 90-483 on 13 August 1968. As presently

authorized, the project provides for the improvement of the Red River and its

tributaries into Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma through coordinated

development for navigation, bank stabilization, flood control, recreation,

fish and wildlife, and water-quality control. The primary function of the

project is to provide for the establishing of a 9-ft-deep by 200-ft-wide navi-

gation channel from Old River to Lake of Pines near Daingerfield, Texas, by a

system of nine locks and dams, extensive channel realignment, a number of cut-

offs, and miles of channel training and stabilization works. The project

consists of four distinct reaches: (a) Mississippi River to Shreveport, Loui-

siana; (b) Shreveport to Daingerfield, Texas; (c) Shreveport to Index, Arkan-

sas; and (d) Index to Denison Dam, Texas. The Appropriations Act of 1971,

approved 7 October 1970, as Public Law 91-439, provided authority to initiate

preconstruction planning in the Mississippi River-to-Shreveport Reach, the

only reach pertinent to this stady.

Need for and Purpose of Model Study

4. The development of the lower reach of the Red River for navigation

will require the solution to many channel development and maint-nance prob-

lems. Analytical solutions to these problems on a river heavily laden with

sediment are complex and uncertain. Therefore, it was decided that this hy-

draulic movable-bed model be used to determine some of the problems involved,

develop some solutions to these problems, and accumulate some general informa-

tion that can be used in the solution to problems in other reaches. The spe-

cific purposes of this investigation were: (a) to provide an indication of

the amount of maintenance dredging that would be required to maintain a navi-

gation channel from Lock and Dam I to Old River; (b) to determine the optimum

alignment and ultimate channel section to be expected in lorran lake cutoff (a

proposed cutoff just upstream of the mouth of the Black River); and (c) to de-

velop a system of channel structures that would rminimi7e the required dredging

in this reach.

6
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PART II: THE MODEL

Description

5. The model (Figure 2) reproduced 4.7 miles of the Red River (from

mile 37.5* to 32.8), a short section of the Black River, and the adjacent

overbank areas to a distorted scale of 1:120 horizontally and 1:80 vertically.

A small supplemental slope, needed to provide satisfactory bed movement, was

incorporated in the model design. The model was of the movable-bed type with

the banks and overbank areas molded in sand-cement mortar. The bed was molded

in crushed coal with a median grain diameter of about 4 mm and a specific

gravity of 1.30. Dikes were molded of crushed stone. Folded strips of wire

mesh were used to simulate the roughness effect of trees and underbrush on the

overbank areas.

6. Initially, the model channel bed was molded to configurations indi-

cated by the prototype hydrographic survey of March 1968, as shown in Plate 1.

Overbank areas were molded to the contours and elevations indicated by the

latest available maps and charts.Jj

Appurtenances

7. Water was supplied to the model by a 10-cfs axial flow pump in a

circulating system. Discharge was controlled and measured by valves and ven-

turi meters at the upper end of the model on the Red and Black Rivers.

Water-surface elevations along the channel were measured by nine point gages,

as shown in Figure 2. Water-surface elevations of the lower end of the model

were controlled with an adjustable tailgate. A graduated container was used

to measure bed material introduced at the upper end of the model. A sediment

trap was provided at the lower end of the model where extruded material could

accumulate and be measured to determine the amount discharged for any period.

A carefully graded rail was installed along each side of the channel to sup-

port sheet metal templets used for molding the model bed prior to initiation

of certain tests. These rails were also used to provide vertical control for

* All mileage cited herein refers to 1967 river miles above Old River. For

test conditions, the mileage is measured through the cutoff.

7
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surveying the model bed and to install structures in the model.

Model Adjustment

8. As the name implies, the bed and bars of movable-bed models are com-

posed of material capable of being transported as bed load. Bank lines are

normally fixed unless caving banks are expected to have a major impact on the

study. Models capable of reproducing only bed-load movement are adequate to

study shoaling and deposition problems, since suspended sediments do not nor-

mally play a significant role in scour and deposition in sand-bed streams

where significant bed-load movement is occurring. Fixed bank lines and a coal

bed were used in this study. Before a movable-bed model is used to test the

effectiveness of proposed improvement plans, its ability to reproduce condi-

tions similar to those that can be expected in the prototype must be demon-

strated. Complete agreement between the model and the prototype cannot be

obtained because of the inherent distortions incorporated in the model design

and in the operation of the model. Because of these dissimilarities, the de-

gree of reliability of this type of model cannot be fully established by math-

*ematical analysis and must be based on model verification. Verification of

the model involves the adjustment of various hydraulic forces, time scale,

rate of introducing bed material, and model operating techniques. These ad-

justments are made until the model reproduces with acceptable accuracy the

changes known to have occurred in the prototype during a given period. Vari-

ous scale relationships and model operating procedures established during

model verification are used in tests of various improvement plans. The degree

of similarity between model and prototype data obtained during model verifica-

tion is considered in the analysis of model test data.

Conventional procedure

9. To accomplish a normal verification, it is necessary to have two,

preferably recent, prototype surveys of the channel in the test reach. The

surveys should be about one year apart and should show the stages and dis-

charge that occurred in the test reach between the two surveys. The model bed

is initially molded to the earlier survey. The fllws that occurred during the

period between the surveys are introduced at the upper end of the model and

the water surface at the downstream end of the model is controlled. This is

done so that the stages in the center of the model agree with the stages that

* 9
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occurred in the prototype during this period. Bed material is introduced at

the upstream end of the model to simulate the bed material moving into the

test reach. The quantity of bed material varies directly with the amount of

flow. At the end of the period, the model bed is surveyed and the bed con-

figurations are compared with those of the prototype survey for the end of the

period. If the model does not reproduce the prototype survey closely enough,

modifications are made to change the hydraulic forces, the time scale, the

rate of introducing bed material, and the model operating techniques until the

model satisfactorily reproduces the prototype bed configurations. Once the

model has been verified, these scales and procedures are used in the testing

program.

Procedure used

10. Since only one recent prototype survey of the test reach, March

1968 (Plate i), was available, a conventional verification of the model was

not possible. However, for this model to be of value, it was essential that

it be adjusted to reproduce channel configurations generally representative of

those expected in this reach of the Red River under similar circumstances.

Accordingly, the adjustment of the model was initiated with the model bed

molded to the prototype survey of March 1968. The flows that occurred in the

prototype for the year preceding the survey, 13 March 1967-12 March 1968

(Plate 2), were introduced and the stage hydrograph in the center of the test

reach was reproduced. The initial time scale, discharge scale, rate of intro-

ducing bed material, and model operating techniques were determined from past

experience with similar models. The resulting bed configurations were com-

pared with those of the prototype for March 1968. This procedure assumes no

radical changes in channel alignment and that the hydrograph which shaped the

bed should not significantly change the bed if it is repeated. Also implicit

in this method of adjustment is the requirement that discharge scales are ad-

justed so that there is adequate bed-load transpirt. The amount of sediment

introduced at the upstrean model lim-t is adjusted so that the most upstream

*section of the model neither agrndes nor degrades significantly. Progressive

adjustments were made in the mndel scales and operating techniques following

each adjus tint !ydra,.raph intil a satisfactor. adiustme,;t was achieved.

Results

11. A comparlson of the res,, ts of the final adjustment tcest (Plate 3)

with those of the prototype survey of March 1968 (Plate 1) shows that the

10
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model bed configurations generally reproduced the tendencies of the prototype.

The channel upstream of the mouth of the Black River was somewhat deeper than

the prototype but a review of the aerial photography showed considerable bank

caving in this reach during the adjustment period. Material from the caving

bank would be expected to increase bed load in the area and produce a shoaling

condition rather than the deepening indicated by the model. Since most of

this channel was to be eliminated by a cutoff, it was not deemed necessary to

simulate bank caving in the area to achieve a more accurate reproduction of

the bed configuration. The channel configuration downstream of the confluence

of the Black River was satisfactorily reproduced. As a result of adjustment,

the hydraulic scale relationship, time scale, and rate of introducing bed

material were established. They were used in tests of the improvement plans.

4
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PART TI I TFSIS AND IkESIUI.TS

Test Proc ed(ure

1 2. Tests were conc erne with the deve 1opm, n t ta tIv Tdi*:At i on channel

- 200 ft wide, 9 -t be low the average low-walter p lane IALP ) altingt a satrist ac-

tory alignment. Tests were conducted of two l Iorran I ike kcutot fs', al icunments

(Plans A and B). Fach al ignment was tes-tedi with d~~u ike svstern'; and

channel cross sections, and PlaTI B was tested with !otche, cut in the hanks.

Each plan and modif icat ion thereto was tested bv reproduc iniz the 1'4h--t)8 stage

hvdrograph , intrciduc lg crushed coal with each If).~ to silmu late bed mater ial

moving into the tvest reach, and contri I ijag the water -urfa ae at the down-

a stream end of the model to i raitinvctinrve ileve lopeA. duir ing tide verif ication.

Two moditf icat ions to PVan A were als;o tes;ted w ith a low-vwitcr ( 1'"--! hvdro-

graph (Plate 4>), ain i,,e rag e 1~--21 h vtrooriph 'ite , 1~. ieh-watter

(1072-73) hvdrocr aph Plaite !'. he e!,ect i0t !1,treaim (,LK" an1d darns on

* ~sediment t ransge rt was'tc n r t her-: ~>*the r:at-- int r dicing bed

material at the iip~..r eild ot the iolei'.lo the c: as that reqiliired for model

verificat ion. Pri,- to thet fit-u ttr if aI;pll: in(' )' ,elected rmiilica-

tions, the bh.< ,f the : i : 1r 1 ne t2 s mt ( t-r " :ir 1; V4H prototypeC

survey, a'id thet cilte': t!I1-l IWaS T..-l!dl t,)~ a Cr-11- se~tint ial.! Ai i ment

furnished byv thelt, A,~' Fi-lneer .trt lrlei otMi.T~t- the

*remaininy- -v-iticait in s were mti with thet te-d thle -cde1V tO Ltnfigura-

t ions thalt ex"'" !, ,v , " . , .- 'l tC- i 'r 'Mne ls

navigat i n ch,in~ip' -z d:',o 4ce ,,i 07d-,i t"(e I-C 4 - the model

w as s I,.r v e,-ed t f , - 'w i: e i 1 -. t r, o, - , t, \ i i t e,, ten Ii -i us T idertd t be

el 0.0* throl:i th ),"n :'h.

sive -- eV, -. , ,..

'9," ~~Ment te-.t- wt-ti '-r-:-< A* UI>'-

*All elEVIti.;T '01 . A'te 
1

r* t 7  r,.! .X' ! - ie ti C

Ve rt ic:i . iat i 7i
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Plan A

Description

14. Plan A (Figure 3), the initial plan proposed by LMN, consisted of a

1.9-mile cutoff from mile 36.5 to 34.3 to increase the radius of the bend at

the mouth of the Black River and the radius of the next bend upstream. The

alignment of the cutoff, obtained from Plate. h7-69 in the Portfolio of the

Red River Waterway Design Memorandum No. 2, March 1Q74, contained two reverse

5,000-ft radius bends connected by a 2,900-ft-long tangent. The upstream bend

was 4,500 ft long and connected to the existing channel with a 3,300-ft-long

tangent at mile 36.5. The downstream bend joined the existing channel at

mile 34.3. The cutoff channel was molded to the average cross ection for a

4,500-ft radius curve (Figure 3) as obtained from Pl It 5 of the above refer-

enced portfolio. The channel upstream and downstream ,t the cutort was molded

to the prorotvpe survey of March 19h8 (Plate 1). Tw, Iongitudina 1 dikes (a

1.600-ft-long dike to el 11 at mile 10.4 on tie 7t-ft bank atnd a 1,300-ft-lonR

dike to el I!0 at mile 35.2 on the right hank) were Tinsta II ,! t,, develop cross-

" . ings In the cutoft . One closure dik. wa iT-st , l ( r4,5 the upstream en-

J'... trance to the old hendwav and another i,ne was insta! led mulvt '. nile down-

stre3m in the hendwav. These dike-s were taled t, i, ink elevl\lt ion to

force all withi,-bank t lows throjeh the cinto,f

;" - Reu! r s

15. Le-.S t'.. (,re-ha I the Ien t , .... t,. %. , , e the i . k Ri\ver

that wits producoe1 bv Plan A 1' a e 'I l ii ~i>' Jvpr I r ', ir i oi , aind

it had a max imuim width rif ' t w t , , , tt f, 7' l 4 , i T1

width. !,e. C rf ),1 a !V I t Tr W . t 1  1, t :

C r 0 I V it 1 i. , -..

t

'talki t
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to 34.44, an L-head dike at mile 34.9, and a longitudinal dike at mile 34.7)

were installed in the cutoff to develop a deeper and wider channel. These

dikes are listed in Table I and shown in Figure 4. The model of the channel

bed was molded to the configurations that existed at the end of several devel-

opment tests following testing ot Plan A. These configurations are shown in

Figure 4. The 1967-68 hydrograph was reproduced four times to determine If

the channel would maintain its width and depth over a period of years.

Results

17. The results of the first hydrograph of Plan A-] (Plate 8) indicated

that this cutoff and system of dikes would produce a continuous navigation

channel through the test reach. The navigation channel would have a minimum

width of 175 ft and 81 percent of this channel above the Black River would be

at least 200 ft wide. Downstream of the Black River about 1,400 ft of the

channel would be less than 200 ft wide at navigation depth. This section

would have a minimum width of 140 ft. Results of additional testing Indicate

that after four hvdrographs the navivation (hanneI would remain continuous

through the test reach (Plate q), but about 3h percent of the navigation chan-

nel upstream of the Black River would be les than 200 ft wide and have a

minimum width of 150 ft. The minimum width of the chaniel downstream of the

Black River increased to 300 ft, but a bar developed ,n the left bank just

downstream of the Black River that shortened the length of the crossing. This

bar could make it difficult tor upbound tows to cros,,; to the left bank and

align with the entrance to the catoft especia']v with significant flow out of

the Black River.
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miles 36.1, 35.89, 35.70, 35.50, and 35.33, and one on the
right bank at mile 34.7 were lowered. The L-head of the dike
on the right bank at mile 34.9 was removed and the remaining
spur dike was lowered.

d. In the downstream entrance to the old bendway, the longitudinal
dike at mile 34.7 was raised, the spur dike at mile 34.50 was
shortened 90 ft, and a 150-ft-long wing was added.

The size of the cutoff channel was reduced considerably by filling with coal-

bed material up to el 42 on the inside banks of the two curves. This resulted

in a cross section almost equal to an average of those shown in the 1968 pro-

totype survey for this reach. This cross section (Figure 5) was 30 ft less in

width at el 0.0, 140 ft less at el 10, and 190 ft less at el 20 than the cross

section for the cutoff for Plan A. The existing channel was molded to con-

figurations that existed at the end of several preliminary tests following

testing of Plan A-I. These configurations are shown in Figure 5.

19. Fur Plan A-3, a spur dike was installed to el 25 on the right bank

at mile 36.67. The initial bed configurations for Plan A-3 were those that

existed at the end of testing of Plan A-2. The dikes and beginning bed con-

* - figurations for Plan A3 are shown in Figure 6.

Results

20. The navigation channel resulting from testing of Plan A-2 was con-

tinuous through the test reach along a satisfactory alignment, but only

54 percent of the navigation channel above the Black River was at least 200 ft

wide. The minimum width of the navigation channel was 160 ft. Installing the

dike at mile 36.65 for Plan A-3 increased the width of the navigation channel

at this point but the channel in the cutoff deteriorated considerahlv. Some

44 percent of the navigcition channel above the Black River was less than

200 ft wide. The minimum width of the n:,viiation channel was 100 ft

(Plate 1').
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35.04, 34.94, 34.69, and 34.48), four L-head dikes (miles 36.75, 35.96, 35.51,

and 34.78), and three longitudinal dikes (miles 37.04, 36.27, and 35.05) were

installed as listed in Table 1. The cutoff channel was molded to the average

cross section for a 4,000-ft radius curve as it was for Plan A. The existing

channel upstream and downstream of the cutoff was molded to the prototype sur-

vey of March 1968. For Plan A-5 the vane dikes at the downstream entrance to

the old bendway (miles 34.69 and 34.48) were removed and a longitudinal dike

was installed to el 30 upstream of the entrance (mile 34.70) and an L-head

dike was installed to el 40 downstream of the entrance (mile 34.50). The

other dikes installed for Plan A-4 were raised to el 25. The dikes for

Plan A-5 are listed in Table 1 and shown in Figure 7. The bed of the existing

and cutoff channels were to configurations that existed at the end of testing

of Plan A-4 as shown in Figure 7. The 1967-68 hydrograph was reproduced

twice, the low-water hydrograph (Plate 4) was reproduced once, and the average

hydrograph (Plate 5) was reproduced once.

Results

22. The results of testing of Plan A-4 indicated that this system of

dikes would not maintain a continuous navigation channel in the test reach.

About 33 percent of the channel above the Black River did not have navigation

depth and only one third of this length had a channel more than 100 ft wide at

navigation depth. Just downstream of the Black River a bar developed off the

left bank that would hinder upbound navigation crossing to the left bank to

align with the cutoff channel.

23. Results of tests of Plan A-5 (Plate 11) with two repetitions of the

1967-68 hydrograph indicate that this system of vane dikes raised to el 25

would develop a continuous navigation channel in about 91 percent of the reach

above the Black River, and in the remaining 9 percent of the channel, the con-

trolling depth would be only 1.0 ft above navigation depth. However, as with

Plan A-4, approximately one third of this navigation channel had a width of

more than 100 ft. The dikes installed in the downstream entrance to the old

bendway developed a channel about 30 ft wide into the bendwav at navigation

depth. The bar on the left bank downstream of the Black River remained a

hindrance to navigation.

24. Bed configurations resulting from testing of Plan A-5 with the low

hydrograph 'Plate 12) indicate that, with the lower discharges, the navigation

channel in the upstream portion of the cutoff would increase slightly in width

21
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but still only 52 percent of the navigation channel above the Black River

would have at least a 100-ft width. At mile 34.9, the channel would shoal to

a minimum of 1.0 ft above navigation depth. The bar on the left bank down-

stream of the Black River remalned about the same as with the 1967-68

hydrograph.

25. Bed configurations resulting from testing of Plan A-5 with the

average hydrograph (Plate 13), which has higher discharges than those of the

1967-68 hydrograph, indicate that with the higher discharges the navigation

channel would be continuous downstream to mile 34.0 where a shoal with a maxi-

mum elevation 1.0 ft above navigation depth would extend across the channel.

Only 48 percent of the navigation channel above the mouth of the Black River

had a width over 100 ft and the minimum width was 25 ft.

Plans A-6 and A-7

Description

26. A system of dikes similar to those constructed on the Arkansas

River near Adamsburg Landing were installed for Plan A-6 (Figure 8). Fifteen

L-head dikes were installed from miles 36.9 to 34.3 at intervals of about

800 ft to develop the navigation channel upstream of the Black River. The

angle between the spur portion and the L-head was 110 deg. The L-heads were

all to el 28 but the spur portions in each group of three were stepped down.

From upstream to downstream the elevations in each group were 28, 24, and 20.

In addition to these L-head dikes, a vane dike (mile 37.19 on the left bank)

and three longitudinal dikes (miles 37.0 and 35.2 on the right bank and

mile 36.4 on the left bank) were installed to develop crossings at the desired

locations. Also, a longitudinal dike at mile 34.7 and an L-head dike at mile

34.5 were installed on the right bank in the downstream entrance to the old

bendway to develp an access channel into the bendwav for recreation. These

dikes are listed in Table I and shown in Figure 8. The cutoff channel was

molded to the average cross section for a 4,500-ft-radius curve (Figure 8) as

it was for Plans A and A-4. The existing crinnel was molded to configurations

that existed at the end of teqting of Plan A-5 (Ilate 1 i The 1q67-68 hydro-

-S graph was reproduced twice to provide sufficient time !'or this; p1 an to ftull-

" develop a channel. For Plan A--7 the dikes rem,,ineno the same as for Plan A-6,

but the cutoff channel was mealto,! to the cross et P t f- 3,,() -I the1 e
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March 1968 prototype survey. The cross section shown in Figure 8 is about the

same as the one used for Plan A-2 but is much smaller than the one used for

Plan A. The existing channel was unchanged from that which existed at the end

of testing of Plan A-6 (Plate 14).

Results

27. The navigation channel developed during the first hydrograph with

Plan A-6 was continuous through the test reach but only about 20 percent of

the navigation channel above the Black River was at least 200 ft wide. The

minimum width of the navigation channel was 60 ft (mile 34.95). However, with

the second hydrograph (Plate 14), a shoal developed across the navigation

channel at mile 34.9 that had a maximum elevation 3 ft above navigation depth.

Only 22 percent of the navigation channel above the Black River was at least

200 ft wide. The channel downstream of the Black River was over 200 ft wide

a.' at navigation depth except for a bar I ft above navigation depth on the left

bank at mile 34.1, and the channel alignment was satisfactory.

28. With Plan ',-7, excessive scouring occurred along the inside of

bends of banks in the cutoff and considerable deposition occurred in the cut-

off channel (Plate 15). Approximately 19 percent of the navigation channel

above the Black River was at least 200 ft wide and just 55 percent had a width

of at least 100 ft. A bar developed above navigatior depth across the channel

at mile 36.9.

Plans A-8 and A-9

Description

29. For Plan A-8 (Figure 9) all of the dikes in the model were removed,

five dikes (three in the existing channel upstream of the cutoff and two in

the downstream entrance to the old bendway) were installed as shown in Fig-

ure 9, and the cutoff wais molded to the cross section at mile 36.41 in the

March 1968 prototype -urvev. The dikes rf s, Tahile I. A 1,000-ft-

long longitudinal dike with a 200-fr--ionr dike conner ctin its downstream end

to the bank was installed to el 5n on the rightt ba,k ,mile 37.10. Two

,' L-head dikes with 140-ft-long rLot ot L: ,n , 1 sections were

installed on the r, ht bank to n rn i ',. :in, ).7. These dikes were

designed to d,,2velnp the desired f I ow pa ttern upstie' ni of the cutoff. A 300-

ft-long longitudinal dike to el 30 ;,nd an lhe dike with a 600-ft-long root
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section and a 2()4-ft-l,,ig !. sect !or to e! 4( wer< t 1 eIt 'I! the !e, t bank

at miles 34.7 an,! 1.H, respect fi', , t- m I Ir t h :i2 , '',eI iTto the

old bendwav for recr te:i, .n . cr' S sect T- t! Cr t t, c t, il T k r t his

plan was 120 It .,Kdcr at e . hut r t: , , . '7 e 0rr'we fror . l to

50 than the one Hor P'lan A. .oth -nk- fcr 1i ,r. '!e iH rock to

prevent bank sco:, . "he oxs:[- cna I ip),;tre i ' 'i w -'tYt. t ' t-

off was molded to the prot ,tvpe sur o,.- ,f r ', .,

30. Plan A-9 was the same :a Ps " -i - e',ent ' "e o : ', 1ike

modifficatIons which i're isted i." .n' 0, ew, i' :1",,' ,' !

a. in the e . ting ,ha.nnel t!n tre , , the ct , , .I ilr-ft-
pur dike to el 5 wa1s istg1 led ,:I ' t, r ht hak a

mil r 1. 91.

b. T- th- up--,reaim c i ir,.,e : 7 thle c t' > t-rI~ nIt(d! it
!",ke on the ItO-t '.irk -it "i !,, . ' ' I tnd " i -fr-
I ,Tr v q u-r ike'- wer,, -:t . , c , 5 - e :i t

re pe t v(.v

c. tli ke t o :i.: r-' 'tud. I t ike t o i r I : r ' I I -

,In<] '.., , rear e<,t I'.:' "

d. In the d,,1.1 reart .. t r',c, t . "''., : , t11. eo, tudinaI

r hr :.n
I.% ,.e . 2h t c, ':' . . ...ar.nk I ' T 'r .! x o ' , l, '' U 1, ,.:.,. '> - -:t- .- ,one?

to'e' -- ''' ' . . . ' , mO d at
-4f i',l,0-,f t no ' "p ' I ,',''! {.? ' " : . .. . .-

3' t 1, d -I k 9. r .

The channel bed was rm,'i.-i* t. , ' or. . t , - I , *

eral development test , f, I i, -;t A , * f r .n N , c , ! ",r i ,,ra-

_ tions are shoi, 7'1 FigurL 14.

Results

3 . The beb , ' ..r ,. "'. ' "- .o[ that this pic ',:. '1 )tic"

the test re;ich, k,,H r ri " *0 - " ' ' -. ,.' , p,
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Plan A-9 (Plate 16) indicated that the channel had deteri, rated. A Thoal

develop--d to a height of 3 ft above navigation depth at mile 16. 1, and onlv

50 percent of the navigation channel above the Black RIver had a width ot at

least 200 ft. The dikes installed downstream (f the Black River scoured the

bar on the !eft side of the channel to below navigat ion lepth. This woit!d

* allow uphound navigation to start crossing t,) the lft hatnk .i- far t!,wnstrear

as rr.f! e 1

Plan A- 10

V r Plan A-V. nine 100-t t-1,ng s pr !ike rd 1. Wi 4-tt-, -

",,it':in.tl ,like !,etween miles ih.1i and W..8 ere rerl,vvi Ill'! It-long

, pur J ke -'. - i Tista I led n.Y, the r iht ftnr t, e 1 2) at iri 1 e .I) . The channe ,

end te .fke it milt- 16.32 wa -',4( tt fror" ti,,- ' !t hirk it ;.. The

the cut,,t channel wtre mkcved riv',erw.i t - . t he ',ttm

thPe i  was mo
' lded t- the -- (f At 1? t i-1 t he Ma cl :

% I pr : t'.;l. snr','t.\ ;as it w '-j or Pl,r , A- . ;ht , I t ,antic: wa.- m,,ded

I wr'- r.t e iSted It the en d f te trc i A -I P! ;It e
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to to he vveraize cross sect ion for an 8 000-ft-raid ius curve (Figure 11 ) as ob-

t tined t rom Plate q of the Red River \s.Aterwa'v Porttol (o of Design Memorandum

No. M. ,irc 1",. rhe existing channel wa'( molded to the prototype survey of

~ ' r~- " A, . .)00 -tt-wie navigation chaniel w.-< dreped to el 0.0 in the

T , . WI Vne! ,pst ream of the cutoft. T'he I 9 '-68 hvdrogt aph was repro-

'. e Ie,! COT 1urat ion, exist ilig i t the ,,Tid l he -;econd livdrog raph

ite 2 indicate that with this plan mln 1 percent of the

.1.nt! 'IV i 'e I'a, I ck River would have ?Iav;,'it in depth and the Maximum

:ti ,t the I,'iilmlt ,,fl channel would he I,( tt . '"ore than one half of this

- e . , he Ies tha" 0(1 t wc hd Thie coot - ,I lip e levation
.. t aove I' I.-..! l epth. The rtl: ts gave no in-

* . . a !tve ,pire'- r , t s ,, a-s

R -, _.

.;" e I a ? he -ar-e , at';i P exce t -;ix dike"

,v - x... . c,. r - e p t r e r r. , e c u t ,' f . T h e
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- " " " .,. .... . t iT,!' tle 1rtecto' tk' ! the inside o. the two

r ted r i,,: r I n 'r, t1 1 Mf t t!h!e CAPi e

.. . lr tI e r!i t r ',---t-lo spur dike wa s

' . "" e .":T k. ()'),t'- - Ift- ng I , itudlnal

. e! I , i . and tour ;pu r likes were installed

I .. '. - . ' ,U ;, , , . he ih, 'v.,e I fnd. ,f the left
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shown in Figure II. The bed for both the existing and cutoff channels was

that which existed at the end of testing of Plan B-i. The 1967-68 hydrograph

was reproduced twice.

Results

43. The channel bed developed with Plan B-I indicated that this plan

would maintain a continuous navigation channel through the test reach except

for 400 ft at mile 37 where the channel bed was I ft above navigation depth.

Sixty-three percent of the navigation channel above the Black River was at

least 200 ft wide with the remainder no less than 100 ft wide. The channel

into the downstream end of the old bendway was below navigation depth. The

bar or the left bank downstream of the Black River would hinder upstream navi-

Ration when crossing to the left bank to align with the entrance to the cutoff

channel.

'.. The resulting bed configurations for the second hydrograph with

Plan R-' (Plute 22) show that the shoal that had developed at mile 37 with

Plan . h-iO been scoured to below navigation depth, thus providing a con-

• inu .,r-ication channel through the test reach. However, only 51 percent

ot e 'hanne above the Black River was at least 200 ft wide. The channel

into, the Adownstream end of the old bendway was still below navigation depth,

but the !,,r do%,rnstream of the Black River developed above navigation depth to

withir .'W 't Of the right bank. This left a channel alignment that would

hinder r : t'i '-ic except during high water. Test results gave no indica-

i, i: :eret ,ed development for different bank slopes.

Plans B-3, B-4, and B-5

De. cript f,lr,

' . B-3 (Fiure 12) was the same as Plan B-2 e:xcept the dowusltream

curve in tF( cut-off was pivoted so its downstream end was roved 340 ft toward

the ey lot >, ciinnel to improve the alignment with the exist,;i chAnnel down-

-4trelT W to v Blck River. Above el 16.7, the slope of the ins4ide and outside

o '- . I -! "irve were ch, aned to I on 4. The cha:inel hed of thi, ciirve ws,,

Ild n F-,d t, th, average cross section for ain 8,Jtflf--ft-r, ius curve (Fig-

,. ' ': " r l'1 ans R and B-1. The rent of the ch ine bed w1( r 0 ded

Ito , f , it i,' u, e X i.t ilu at the e1 V nd 0i test i T) of P n 1 - (Plte C except

,a , :t-w ,le c a1nntl wis dredged t o e1 0.0 throut h the har a it Tile Y,'. . For

,
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Plan B-4 (Figure 12), an 800-ft-long longitudinal dike was installed to el 35

on the right bank at the downstream entrance to the old bendway (mile 34.5)

and a 400-ft-long spur dike wa installed to el 20 on the left bank at mile

34.0. The channel bed was to configurations existing at the end of testing of

Plan B-3. For Plan B-5 (Figure 13), the spur dike installed on the left bank

at mile 34.0 for Plan B-4 was removed and an L-head dike was installed to
el 20 at mile 34.1. The spur portion of this dike was 135 ft long and the

L-head was 720 ft long at an angle of 110 deg with the sp-.r portion. The

channel bed was to configurations existing at the end of testing of Plan B-4.

The dikes are listed in Table 2 and shown in Figure 13.

Results

46. The navigation channel with Plan B-3 was continuous through the

test reach except for 800 ft at the upstream end of the model where a shoal to

3 ft above navigation depth developed across the channel. Thirty-eight per-

cent of the navigation channel above the Black River was at least 200 ft wide,

and the remainder had a width of no less than 175 ft. The channel downstream

of the Black River had a width of over 200 ft but a bar developed on the left

bank at mile 34.0 that would hinder upstream river traffic from crossing to

the left bank to align with the cutoff channel. The bed configurations re-

sulting from tests with Plans B-4 and B-5 were similar to those with Plan B-3,

, except that the L-head dike installed at mile 34.1 for Plan B-5 caused the bar

on the left side of the channel to scour to below navigation depth (Plate 23).

This would allow upbound tows to begin crossing to the left bank as far down-

stream as mile 33.7. The navigation channel for Plans B-4 and B-5, as for

Plan B-3, was continuous through the test reach except for about 800 ft at the

upstream end of the model. For Plan B-5 the minimum width of the navigation

channel (except for the upper 800 ft) was reduced to 130 ft, and only 8 per-

cent of the channel above the Black River was at least 200 ft wide at naviga-

tion depth.

Plan B-6

Descr fpt ion

4 17 P, ra B-6 was the same as Plan B-S except the outside hank of both

c(ir,,,e; M the, cutoff was shifted riverward 50 ft and the slope o;- the outside

bank (f thf, upstreanm curve above el 16.7 wai; changed to I on 4. The bed of

35
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the channel was molded in coal at el -10. This provided a cutoff channel with

stabilized banks with widths of 250 ft at el 0.0 and 225 ft at el -10 for the

downstream curve and 208 ft at el -10 for the upstream curve as shown in Fig-

ure 14. The existing channel was to configurations existing at the end of

testing of Plan B-5 (Plate 23). The 1967-68 hydrograph was reproduced twice.

Results

48. The bed configurations resulting from testing of the first hydro-

graph with Plan B-6 showed a continuous navigation channel through the test

reach except for 300 ft at the upstream end of the model. Seventy-six percent

of the navigation channel upstream of the mouth of the Black River was at

least 200 ft wide. Following testing of the second hydrograph, 66 percent of

the navigation channel upstream of the Black River was at least 200 ft wide

and the minimum width in the remainder of the channel was 175 ft. The naviga-

tion channel downstream of the Black River was over 200 ft wide along a satis-

factory alignment. The access channel into the downstream entrance of the old

*bendway had a controlling elevation 4 ft above navigation depth.

Plan B-7

Description

49. Plan B-7 was the same as Plan B-6 except the left bank of the cut-

off channel was shifted riverward 50 ft and the slope of the bank of the up-

stream curve was made the same as for the downstream curve. The bed of the

channel was rmolded in coal to el -10. This provided a cutoff channel with

stabilized banks and widths of 300 ft at el 0.0 and 275 ft at el -10, as shown

in Figure 15. The existing channel was unchanged from bed configurations

existing at the end of testing of Plan B-6 (Plate 24). The 1967-68 hydrograph

was reproduced three times.

Results

50. The bed configurations resulting from testing of the first hvdro-

q _a raph for Plan B-7 showed that the coal being i itiroduced hito the up-trcam end

of th(e modf-I to, simulate sediment moving into the roaci hal i!epoo it ' ir the

Scrl ,,]v a- f-:r dow:istream as mile 35.5. )nw- w,:troj:r of this , t th

channel.a' ;ii 30DP tt wide -it el O '.P. 1si >of thle cn Pv,'r'

I ow(,K E.i M e aI o eit h ad m-o Ie 'I i ' ( I -i 'n I11 I . .ok uh h ' 1 olin-

i - i (4 i r, , t f.t i1 0, o f tlie third h r'gr , pli (1' ,a I .', iph: . te, I , 't10
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sediment had moved through the model leaving a navigation channel through the

test reach except for 1,000 ft at the upstream end of the model. Upstream of

the Black River, 58 percent of the navigation channel had a width of 200 ft or

more with a minimum width of 175 ft in the remainder of the reach. The chan-

nel below the Black River was over 200 ft wide at navigation depth and was

along a satisfactory alignment. The access channel into the dowrIstream

entrance to the old headway had a controlling elevation of 7 ft (3 ft below

the ALWP).

Plan B-8

Description

51. Plan B-8 (Figure 16) was the same as Plan B-7 except three notches

were cut in the outside banks of the two curves in the cutoff to determine if

they would cause enough disturbance to the flow to affect the development of

the bed configurations. These notches were 250 ft wide by 50 ft deep from the

bottom of the channel to top bank. They were 1,000 ft apart from center to

center) with the first one in the upstream curve at mile 36.15 and the first

one in the downstream curve at mile 35.10. The channel bed was molded to con-

figurations existing at the end of testing of Plan B-7 (Plate 25). The 1967-

68 hydrograph was reproduced twice.

Results

52. The navigation channel developed with Plan B-8 was continuous

through the test reach except for 600 ft at the upstream end of the model

where a bar developed across the channel to el 3. Fifty percent of the navi-

gation channel above the Black River for the first hvdrograph was over 200 ft,.

/ wide with a minimum width of 150 ft in the remainder of the channel. With the

second hydrograph, only 26 percent of the navigation channel above the Black

River had a width of 200 ft (Plate 26), but the minimum width of the TIaviga-

tion channel remained 150 ft. A bar developed along the left side of the

channel at mile 34.! that would hinder upbound tows from crossing to the left

bank to align with the cutoff channel , but this bar was -,lv I ft above navi-

gation depth and turbulence caused bv passing t'.c-s could poc++sihv keep it from

devel op ing. The results of Plan B1-8 gave no fndicat ion thait rotchec cut in

the bank would help in the development of a wider or deeper channel.
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Discussion of Results--Nn B

53. Tile cutoff channel for Plan B followed the ilignirrt-t ,f tw, r v .e

curves with radii of over 7,000 ft. Fight of the n ine p ir's teste2 ,e. , .peJ

a navigation channel through the test reach except t. r the ! ir t 1,, tL ,

the model which was affected by model entrince conditins and wais upstrte ar'

the dike systems. The most effective plan tested (Plgr h-61 developed a ravi-

gation channel at least 200 ft wide through 76 percent Of the reich above the

Black River with the first hydrograph. Additional repetitions (of the hydro-

graph reduced this to 66 percent with at least a width of 200 It and a miuimum

width of 175 ft in the remainder of the channel. This plan contained a cutoff

channel with stabilized banks at widths of 250 ft at el () and .2 ft at

el -10, seven dikes upstream of the cutoff, one dike in the cutoff, and one

dike downstream of the cutoff. Results indicate, as did those ,f Plan A, that

the proposed overall channel would be too wide to maintain a navigation chan-

nel of adequate width and depth. Reducing the width of the overall channel

and stabilizing the banks would be effective in increasing the width of the

navigation channel.
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PART IV: SUzjT1ARY OF RESULTS AND CONCIL'SIONS

Model Limitations

-'. The limitations of the model based on model veri ,7-ation, the h-

drograph and tailwater elevations used, and channel modifications downstream

should be considered in the analysis and evaluation of the results of this

investigation. Since only one recent prototype survey was available to use in

the adjustment of the model, the initial conditions molded in the model for

ad ustment tests may have been different from the prototype conditions at that

N time. If the model had been molded to the prototype data for that time, the

model results might have been somewhat different. The quantity of flow from

the Black River and from the Mississippi River through Old River Diversion

Canal coUld change the backwater effect and change considerably the movement

of sediment in the cutoff.

5, . In evaluating the results of tests of various plans, consideration

should he given to the fact that some tests were continued through several

repetitions of the hvdrograph to give time for the channel to develop full%,,

while others had only one reproduction of the hvdrograph. All tests were con-

ducted with the 1967-68 hydrograph which was considered typical of this reach

of the Red River. Prolonged or unusual low- or high-water periods could pro-

duce -zomewhat different results from those with this typical hydrograph.

56. Athough several locks and dams are to he constructed upstream of

this reach )f the Red River that will affect the sediment load being, trans-

ported into tht- test reach, no modification was m.a'de in the sediment load for

:mde I te'sts. The n'ode! ( did not reproduce sediment in suspension o r the e-

sion o: river hsks (,inks were f ixed in the modvl). In spite of the I imit,'-

t i ns mer o E,, the ad ju'tment o f the model s cnI i, er d I f icient t 0 indi-

ca ('te t rends th~it 0.:1: 1e evpected under ccnditions impored f or each plan and

% t he re it i o c le t I n:eness of suchn pl ' .

.
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a. The proposed overa 1 charnie I wa, t . 'idt, to n: i rt i fI a ay- ,f-
t ion chan.nel of ;deqn:ite widtk -n,d depth above the H!,al-River.

h. The development of ar adequate navigi ion chorin-I in tlie test
reach woulId require a redIIct in i I the Widtl I ,I the over 1 1
c,-nnel. This COuld he ht.aited with chiannel st rvtture- or h'
making the channel narrower and revetti u it , hanks. The nar-
rower rhannel with protected hanrks provide!i a smoother ',ank
line and channel alignment.

C. Plan B with its longer radiius curves woild recuire less dike
construction than Plan A, even though the cutoff would he
longer and require more excavation. The longer radins curves
of Plan B would make it easier for tows to navigate the limited
width bends.

d. Structures will he required on the left hpnk dournstream of the
Black River to prevent a bar from developing along this hank
that would prevent uphound tows from crossing to the left hank
to align with the cutoff channel.

e. Structures will be required in the downstream entrance of the
old bendway to provide an access channel into the old bendwav
for recreation. The most effective plan tested consisted of a
longitudinal dike upstream of the bendwav to an elevation that
would allow flow but not sediment over it with a spur dike to
top bank elevation downstream of the hendwav to force the flow

* that had overtopped the longitudinal dike back into the river.
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